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Question(s)
For those states that currently use front end scanning, would you be willing to share what information you gather as part of
your “work order” process? Are you happy with front end scanning? Are there lessons learned / pitfalls that you would be
willing to share?

Manitoba
Corporations
Canada
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona

Arizona has used front-end scanning for many years.
The biggest issue is image quality. For IT reasons, the documents are not scanned at the highest resolution. This creates
problems when they are printed and returned to the customer for corrections, in some cases, multiple times. The image quality
degrades with each printing/re-scanning. It’s also a problem when the original doc is of poor quality, such as with faxes. If you
can swing it, I highly recommend scanning at the highest resolution possible.
The next biggest issue is the imaging software and its interaction with our database. We are currently on an old DOS-based
database that interfaces with the separate imaging software. When our computers were upgraded to Windows 7, the imaging
software became somewhat incompatible, and has caused a slowdown in production. The current imaging software we use
cannot easily be upgraded due to the interface with our old database software. It has caused some work slowdown. Our goal
for the future is to fully integrate the imaging within a new database system to make it seamless for staff.
Document retention might be an issue for you. Our retention period is “permanent,” and that is set out by the State as
requiring documents be microfilmed. If, however, you were allowed to use digital storage media, you would want the highest
resolution possible to give the highest quality image possible.

Arkansas
California
Colorado
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For those states that currently use front end scanning, would you be willing to share what information you gather as part of
your “work order” process? Are you happy with front end scanning? Are there lessons learned / pitfalls that you would be
willing to share?

Connecticut
Delaware
District of
Columbia
Florida

Florida is looking to front end scan in the future, we have not started yet.
Florida processes our Judgment Lien filing with a frontend scan application. It works well for the amount of filing we process.
This process cuts down on the number of times each paper document is handled.
Some of the issue we ran across are as follows:
Filing process can become cumbersome for the examiner depending on the size of computer monitors. We solved that
issue in two ways. All examiners now have 2 monitors, the image is one screen and the date entry window is on the other.
The other is our IT staff wrote a program that zoomed in on form (pre-established fields) in the order of the date entry field
progression. This alleviated the need for the examiner to have to manually zoom in on any given field for data entry accuracy.
The quality of the scanners plays a big part in the success of front end scanning. Occasionally, the document we be
skewed or blurry and will need to be rescanned. We eventually set up a process to notify the folks in the front end scan area to
pull a document and rescan it.
Each our documents are file stamped. The flexibility of placement of and the removal of the digitized file stamp is
necessary. Removal so if it is placed over text in the document.
I think if have covered the most crucial issues.

Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
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For those states that currently use front end scanning, would you be willing to share what information you gather as part of
your “work order” process? Are you happy with front end scanning? Are there lessons learned / pitfalls that you would be
willing to share?

Louisiana

Louisiana does front end scanning and is somewhat like Florida. We too gave each filer two monitors so they could look at the
document on one and have the data fields to enter into on the other. We enter the date of filing, domicile address, reg. agent
and officers/directors.
Yes we are happy with front end scanning in that each filer can scan their own work. Prior we had one person that scanned all
our documents and it was a lot harder to keep current.
I don’t really know of any pitfalls so to speak but I know that we really had to stress to the filers to pay attention to the
documents as they are being scanned so that they notice if they are crooked, 2pages scan at once etc.
We do have a verification process set up for images whereby two filers swap their documents and check images behind each
other.

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
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For those states that currently use front end scanning, would you be willing to share what information you gather as part of
your “work order” process? Are you happy with front end scanning? Are there lessons learned / pitfalls that you would be
willing to share?

Nevada

Below is Nevada’s response to the front-end scanning inquiry:
What information do you gather as part of your “work order” process? - We scan all documents that are sent to our office
(Payment, correspondence, customer instructions and our forms) with the exception of those documents with personal
information, like birth certificates, social security numbers etc. All filings are archived and stored. Correspondence is removed
after the retention period has passed.
Are you happy with front end scanning? Yes, with having the ability to have all documents accessible throughout the office for
filing, review and/or research there is no worry about losing physical pages going desk to desk. The job of receipting/scanning
is very fast and efficient, allowing for a faster service. The ability to electronically segregate documents into job-queues is very
helpful for tracking and dissemination.
Are there lessons learned / pitfalls that you would be willing to share? The quality of the scanners is very important. After
rejecting and returning copies of original document several times, the images can become bleary .

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
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For those states that currently use front end scanning, would you be willing to share what information you gather as part of
your “work order” process? Are you happy with front end scanning? Are there lessons learned / pitfalls that you would be
willing to share?

Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Additional comments:

HAWAII:
Below is what is gathered with our front end scanning.
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Public online view from our business name search.
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Statistics on employee…
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Full text of email:
Indiana is in the process of moving to a front end scanning process. For those states that currently use front end scanning, would you be willing to
share what information you gather as part of your “work order” process? Are you happy with front end scanning? Are there lessons learned /
pitfalls that you would be willing to share? Thanks in advance!

Rebecca Longfellow
Director of Business Services Division
Indiana Secretary of State Connie Lawson
302 W. Washington Street Rm. E-018
Indianapolis, IN 46204
rlongfellow@sos.in.gov
317.232.6583
Follow us on Twitter: @SecretaryLawson
Like us on Facebook: Secretary of State Connie Lawson
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